AAF Cloth map/Asiatic series No. 32 French Indo China (other side chart No. 33, Central China). Scale 1:2,000,000. Aeronautical Chart Service, Washington, D.C., & Army Map Service 1944 hand lettered near date: 4/45 SS. On sheet 68 x 51 cm. (2 copies)

AAF Cloth map/Asiatic series No. 34 Southeast China (other side chart No. 35, Northeast China). Scale 1:2,000,000. Aeronautical Chart Service, Washington, D.C., & Army Map Service 1944 hand lettered near date: 4/45 SS. On sheet 53 x 67 cm. (includes index to sheets – series runs from 31-35) (2 copies)

AAF Cloth map/Asiatic series No. 34 W Southeast China (other side AAF Cloth Chart Philippine series No. C-40 W, Luzon Island.) On sheet 53 x 67 cm.

AAF Cloth Chart C-860 Bintan Island, Scale 1:1,000,000. 1944 hand lettered 6/45 KG. (other side Penang Island C-859) On sheet 74 x 72 cm.


AAF Cloth Chart Philippine Series No. C-41, Mindoro Island. Scale 1:1,000,000. April 1944, hand lettered 10/44 KG (other side Samar Island, No. C-42). On sheet 69 x 48 cm. 2 copies of this: one just an outline with roads and nautical/aeronautical information and the second as a topo map with contours and colored shading showing elevation.

AAF Cloth Chart Philippine series No. C-34

AAF Cloth Chart No. 133-K’un-Ming, Yunnan, China to Chabua, Assam, India (Eastern Portion) (western portion on other side same No.). Scale 1:1,000,000. Aeronautical Chart
Service, Washington, D.C., & Army Map Service 1944 hand lettered near date: 4/45 SS. On sheet 59 x 63 cm. (topographic map with contours and colored shading – on eastern side message in 7 languages “I am an American airman…”)


Nagasaki, Japan NI 52. Second edition. AMS 3. Eastern Asia Scale 1:1,000,000. 1944. hand lettered 11/44 KG. N320-E12600/400x600 (other side Kagoshima, Japan NH52 hand lettered 11/44 KG.) On sheet 64 x 59 cm.

AAF Cloth Chart Sendai, Japan NK 54, Eastern Asia Scale 1:1,000,000. AMS 2, Second edition 1943. hand lettered 11/44 KG (other side Kanazawa, Japan, NJ 53.) On sheet 64 x 59 cm.

AAF Cloth Chart Keijio, Japan NK 54, Eastern Asia Scale 1:1,000,000. AMS 2, Second edition 1943. hand lettered 2/45 KG (other side Vladivostok, U.S.S.R. NK 52.) On sheet 64 x 59 cm.

AAF Cloth Chart Hakodate, Japan NK 54, Eastern Asia Scale 1:1,000,000. AMS 2, Second edition 1943. hand lettered 2/45 KG (other side Nemuro, Japan, NK 55.) On sheet 64 x 59 cm.


Map of portion of North-East New Guinea showing areas Wewak – Madang – Mt Hagen. 1943. hand lettered 10/43 KG (other side Map of portion of North-East New Guinea showing areas Madang – Lae – Wau.)


Cloth text (no map) “The use of cloth survival charts in the navigation of rubber rafts.” 32 x 39 cm.

Tunis-Palmero/Rome
Oslo-Stockholm- Riga
Ankara/Sinop
France/Spain
Tehran/Bushrie
Stalingrad/Stepony
Wien-Krakow/Triest-Budapest

[Map of central Europe, northern Italy, and northern Yugoslavia] 43/E. 43/F.

Holland, Belgium (except west coast), France (north east), Germany (west & central) ; France (south east), Germany (south west), Switzerland (except south east). "43/C. 43/D."